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1. INTR~DuCTI~N 
During recent years the mathematical description of traffic problems has 
been developed by many authors (see, for example, [I J and the references 
indicated there). 
In this paper we consider the following initial-value problem according to 
the Prigogine-Herman model for vehicular traffic on highways: 
2 + y 2 + $ (u - a Jim 4YI> dY1) + (1 - P>u ym (Y - Yl> dYl> dY1 = 07 n cl 
u(x, y, 0) = %J(% Yh t E co, Tl 
(1) 
Here U(X, y, t) dx dy is the number of cars that at a given time t have position 
between x and x + dx and speed between y and y + dy, p is the probability 
of passing, and 7 is a relaxation time. 
Local solutions for a simplified version of problem (I) (in which the speed 
interval is supposed to be bounded so that the nonlinear term is continuous) are 
shown to exist by Belleni-Morante and Barone [2]. In this paper we study 
problem (I) and show that if the initial datum is nonnegative and suitably 
regular and if T is sufficiently small then there exists a unique nonnegative 
solution of (I). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we recall some basic facts and results concerning accretive 
functions which we state without proof (for proofs see [3, 41). 
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Let X be a real Banach space and XI its dual; by 11 /I we denote the norm in X 
and by (x, x*) the value of x* E X* at x E X. 
With each x E X is associated the set 
a \\ x ;j = (x” f X”, /j x + y I\ >, \I x j\ -T (y, x”); vy E X); 
the mapping x ---f 8 [j x 11 is called the subdifferential of the norm. 
Let f be a multivalued function in X. By this we mean that f assigns to any 
r E X a subsetf(x) of X, f(x) may b e empty for some x. The domain D(j) off 
is by definition the set of all x E X for which j(x) is not empty. Finally if K C X 
we denote by f(D(f) n K) th e union of the f(x) for all x E D( f ) n K ad 
write (x, U) ef if u Ed. A . gl sm e-valued function is regarded as a special case 
of a multivalued function. 
Let Q C X be a closed convex set; a function f is called accretive on Q if for 
each 01 > 0 and (x, u), (y, v) EJ with x, y E Q we have 
/( x - y 11 < /I x - y +- ,(u - v)II. !I) 
It is well known that (1) is fulfilled if and only if there exists xv E 8 jj x - y ;j 
such that 
(u - ?I, z*> > 0. G9 
A function f is called m-accretive on Q if it is accretive on Q and we have 
for each Z. > 0. It follows from the definition that if J is m-accretive on Q thea 
for each y E Q there exists a unique x E D(f) n Q such that y E x -/- oljc(a~), 
a > 0. 
Also we recall that if f is accretive on Q and there exists 01~ > 0 such that (3) 
is fulfilled for 01 E 10, +,] then f is m-accretive on Q; moreover if f is continuous 
and m-accretive on Q then (2) is fulfilled for each Z* E 8 // x - y 11. 
The following theorem gives sufficient conditions under which the sum of 
two functions m-accretive on Q is m-accretive on Q (see [4, Theorem l.Z.J]). 
THEOREM 1. Let f, g be m-accretive on Q; if g is unifordy continuous and 
bounded on bounded subsets of Q then f + g is m-accsetive on Q (f denotes the 
closure off in X X X). 
Remark 1. It is is easy to see that if g is Lipschitz continuous and accretive 
on Q and there exists CI~ > 0 such that (I - olg)(D(g) n Q) C Q, Vol E 10, ao] 
then g satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1. 
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3. THE PRIGOGINE-HERMAN MODEL FOR VEHICULAR TRAFFIC 
We shall study the initial-value problem for the following equation: 
$+.v;++;&+(l -p)g(u,u) =o, (4) 
x E ]-CO, + CD[, y ~10, +co[, t > 0, according to the Prigogine-Herman 
model for vehicular traffic on highways [I]. 
Here zc = u(x, y, t) is such that u dx dy gives the expected number of cars 
that at a given time t have position between x and x + dx and velocity between 
y and y + dy; moreover T > 0 is a relaxation time, p E [0, l] is the probability 
of passing, and a ED(]O, + a~]) is a given function nonnegative a.e. such that 
.i 
+m 
4y)dy = 1 
0 
Furthermore zc -+ Lu and (u, ZJ) ---f g(u, U) are defined as 
(5) 
and 
Lu = s 
+30 
U(YI> da 
0 
gh u) = ; .i,- (4Y) U(Yl) 4 4Yd 4Y>>(Y - Yl) dY1 * 
We shall study Eq. (4) under the following condition: 
i 
i” 
(1 + Y)” 4~) dy < + a. 
0 
For each p E [O, I] let us consider the approximating function (u, 71) + g,(u, V) 
defined as 
g&b v> = ; Jrm C”(Y) 4Yl> + 4Yl> 4Y)) Y - Yl o 
l+PlY-Yl/ 
&, ; 
by definition we have go = g. 
The following lemmas collect some properties of L and g, . 
LEMMA 1. We have: 
(i) !” (U - AL) dy = 0, 
(ii) 
s gp(u, 4 dy = 0, P E ro> 11 
(the limits of integration have been omitted for simplicity in notation). 
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PTOQ$ Assertions (i) and (ii) can be easily proved by inspection by using 
condition (5). 
LEMMh 2. For each U,V > 0 a.e. we have 
(i) 1. (&3(2*, u) - pb(v, v)) signju - v) dy 
Proof, Let 24, z: > 0; we have 
J’ C&d% U) - &(V, v)) sign(u - a) dy 
T i J‘ sign(u - u)(u + v) 1 5’ - yr (0. - v) 2 
1 t ,B / y - y1 1 
dyj, dy 
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Furthermore, 
=- ~j(1+Y)I~--alj(~+9')1+~Jyy~yl,dyldy 
~j(ltY)/u--wYj(~+~)l+p,~~yl,dy'dy =- 
-- ; j (1 + Y> Iu - rJ I j (u + u) 1 + p [;-q-J dY; dY 
+ !j j (1 -t Y) sign@ - 4(u + 4~ j (u - 4 1 + p ,'y _ yl , 414 
: j (1 -F y) sign(u - 4(U + u> j (u - w> 1 + p i’j _ y1 1 dYl dY -- 
3 -3 (1 +y)yu+ 
s u) dy j I u - Q I (1 + ~1) 4, , 
and the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 3. There exists b, such that 
(i) J I gdu, u) - g,(u, u)l & < 4 I P - Y I J (1 + Y>” I u I do .f I u I dY1 j 
(ii) ~(1+y)lg~(~,~)-g,(~,~)l~~~~~IP-~l~~l+~)3l~I~~~l~I~~~ 
for each ,/3, y E [0, 11. 
Proof. We have 
s 
(p - 7) t Y - Yl 1 (Y - Yl): 
(1 'rPIY-Yll)U +rlY-Yll) 
h dyl dy 
I 
< cona IP - Y I j I u I j (Y - ~1)’ I u I dyl dy 
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< cone j /3 - y / j- (1 + y)” I u I dy j I u ! dy, > 
and the proof is complete. 
The following two lemmas can be easily proved by inspection. 
h3MMA 5. There exists b, such that 
(i) SajLu-Lv/dy~b,Sju-vldy, 
(ii) f(l+y)a/Lu-LvIdy <b,~(l+y)/~-6~y, 
(iii) J ( g(z4,u) - g(v, v)l dy < 6, J(l + y) / u - pi’ i dy. 
We will be concerned with the problem 
au :1 
at’ 7 i-, ! 
+ w u + y E + :Lzi + (1 - p)(exp(l + wft)g(u, u) = 0, 
~(X,Y, 0) = %(X,Y), t E i[o, TIT 
(61 
and will prove that under proper assumptions on the initial datum (0) has a 
unique solution if T is sufficiently small. 
As usual this result yields an existence theorem for Eq. (4) by replacing zl by 
(exp( -- I - w)t)u. 
4. TNE APPROXIMATING PROBLEM 
Let us denote by X3 (S = 0, 1, 2) the Banach space of the measurable func- 
tions U: R x JO, + co[ + R such that (1 + y)% ELI(R x 10, +a[) equipped 
with the norm 
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and by X$, its dual. By a / jS we denote the subdifferential of the norm 
in X, and by ( , )S : X, x X$ + R the function (u, u*) + (u, u*), = 
J uu”(l + y)” dx dy. 
For each T > 0 we denote by QT,$ C X, the closed convex set 
where a is the function of Eq. (4); moreover we set Y, = C(0, T; X,) and 
K,,, = C(0, T; QT,$), where C(0, T, X,) is the Banach space of the continuous 
functions ~1: [O, T] +X, with the usual norm 11 u jlS = ~up~~[a,~l 1 zc(t)jS, and 
C(0, T; QZT,S) is the closed convex set 
C(O, T; Qr,s) = {u E Y, > u(t) E Qr,s ‘dt E [O, Tlh 
Finally we denote by 8 1) JJs the subdifferential of the norm in Y, , by Y,” the 
dual space of Y, , and by (( U, u*)), the value of u E Y$ at u E Y, . 
Let 4 , L, , a,, and fs, -& ,&, &s be the functions defined as follows 
(s = 0, 1). 
WL) = @ E x, , .Y% E x,1, 
A,u = YG; 
q&) = x, , 
L,u = Lu; 
where ua E X, is a given element, and 
D(A”,) = {u E Y, , u(t) E D(A,) Vt E [O, T], t -+ Au(t) E YJ, 
(&u)(t) = O(t); 
q-L> = y, , 
(L4(t> = L,u(t); 
W,s,J = {u E Y, 9 44 E %,A Vt E CO> Tl, t - g,xs(W) E Y,h 
C&3,&W) = (exp(l + w)t) 83&W 
Here w is a constant verifying 
w > b, + 2rM s (1 + y)” a dy, (7) 
where b, is defined as in Lemma 5 and M is a constant such that M > 1. 
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From Lemmas 3, 4, and 5 we get the following results. 
LEMMA 6. Let u E K,,, , then fw each j3, y E- [O, l] we base j jo,s(u) - &,&)i s 
< (exp(l + w)T)b, / /3 - y / Y j (1 + y)‘+Q dy, s = 0, 1. 
LEMMA 7. For each u, ‘L’ E K,.,, we have 
fi) ‘!/ai;,u--aE,vli,~b,/!u--li/,,s=O,l, 
(ii) 11 g”a,s(z4) - &Jn)ljO < b,(exp(l + w)T) J” (I - y)a dy 11 u - 0 /II . 
LEMMA 8. For each j3 ~10, I], -aE, + (1 - P)B~,~ is Lipschitz co&mms 
072 K,,, (s = 0, 1). 
Concerning fs and A, we have 
hvmh 9. Let u. E Qr,l n D(A,); then fx is m-nccsetive on K,,, . 
Proof. It is well known that fi+- is m-accretive on y-l and that - -4s 
is the infinitesimal generator of the linear contraction semigroup exp(tA,) 
given by 
(eqW,)u)(x, Y> = 4~ - .N, UEX,. 
Since esp(tA,) leaves Qr,r invariant we have 
and the proof is complete. 
Lmmh 10. Assume that exp( 1 + W) T < n/r, with k! defined as in (7). Then 
(T-” + w)l- r-%2Ls + (1 - p)gB.s (s = 0, 1) is accretive on K,,, for each 
B c F-t 11. 
Proof. Tt suffices to show that (T-I + w)l- T-laLs + (1 - p)(exp( 1 7 ~)t)g~.~ 
is accretive on QT,, for each t E [0, 7’1. 
Since sign u E a / u IS by Lemmas 5(i) and 2(i) we obtain 
(if f w) (u - V) - :L,(U - v), sign(u - .zJ)>, 
> (,i + W) j u - v In - +b2 j u - v In - 2r(exp(l - w)T) 
x ((1 Ty)adyIu-v!j, 
Y 
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Furthermore, using Lcmrnas 5(ii) and 2(ii), we have 
(C i 
-. w (~4 -- ,ti) - ;PL,(u -. f;), sign(u -.- v) 
> I 
r (( 1 -.. p)(cxp( I 2 ~)t)(g~,,(u) - ,y,j,l(v)), sign(u - ,z)j, 
-. 
( 
I 
;4 $ w - i bB) 1 u - 2’ ,I - (exp(.I i- w)T) 2i 
7 
X j”(l ev)zudFju -vI1, 
and the proof is complctc. 
I,E?d.\l:\ 1 I. I,et T he @ined as in Lemma 10. 7’hen for earh u E K,,, ze have 
/1u - 41 - P)&,(4 e K,, 
for each ,# E 30, I J and N sujfcient~~ small. 
Proof. Ixt u E K,,,; WC have 
4 ( 1 - YW - ;) -!. J aL,u(t) -.- a( I - p)(cxp(l + O,)t)~(,.,(u(t)) 
- u(f) (I -- w!J - ; -- n(l - p)(cxp(I I- w)f) u-‘(t)‘&(t))) 
if cx is sufficiently small (depending on p), and 
u - J (f -: CO)U T .Y yLlu - (I - /J)&~(u) 1!,, = ‘,( I -- LXYW)U Y. 55 r, 
where we used Ixmma 1. 
Furthermore 
U(t) ( I - 3iW -. g - .I(1 --.- p)(CXp(l i- w)t) U-‘(t)g;l.l(U(t))) j- :x rL,U(t) 
and the proof is complete. 
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By Theorem 1 (see Remark 1) and Lemmas 7, 8, 9, 10, and I1 we get the 
following result 
THEOREM 2. Let T be defined as in Lemma 10 and let u0 E X,,,s r\ D(A,). 
Thelz there exists a unique u E K,,, n D(fi) such that 
5. EXISTENCE AXD UNIQUENESS FOK A FINITE TIME 
In this section we seek solutions of the equation 
We be,gin with two lemmas. 
kEMMA i 2. Let up be the solution of Eq. (8), gizen by Theorem 2. Then there 
exists u E Yl such that, u = lim u, in YI . 
Proof. Let /3, y ~10, 11; since fx is accretive and (1,4- r w)I - 
w9G i- (1 - P)&,l is m-accretive and Lipschitz continuous on K,,, we have 
that WI + (I/T + w)l - (a/5-$, + (1 - $~)g~,~ is accretive to that there 
exists x* E 3 !I ug - 2.4, iI1 verifying 
<(KTmu,) - (fi)(U”,), .3l 3 0 
and 
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LEMMA 13. Let u = lim u, be the function given by Lemma 12. Then 
lim %3,&~) = i?o,o(4 in Y. . 
Proof. We have 
/I &,l(%> - ‘to,o(“No G II &3,0(%) - .fo,o(%)llo + II 20,0&J - i?o,o(4llo 
so that the conclusion follows from Lemmas 6, 12, and 8(ii). 
We can now prove the following theorem 
THEOREM 3. Let T be deJined as in Lemma 10 and let u0 E K,,, n D(A,); then 
there exists a unique u E K,,, n D(mO) solution of Eq. (9). 
Proof. Let up be the solution of Eq. (8), given by Theorem 2. By Lemmas 12 
and 13 we have lim uP = u in Yr and lim ,jB,r(y) = &,,a(~Lin YO so that by the 
closedness of fx we get lim(fr + ~r)(u,,) = (fa + A,)(u) in Y, . Thus u 
is a solution of Eq. (9). 
To get the uniqueness we note that by the accretiveness of fx + 
(l/~ + w)l - (a/r)& + (1 - p)&,,, and by Lemma 6 we obtain thatf, + &, + 
(UT + WV - WE0 + (1 - P)~o,o is accretive. Thus if u, ZI are solutions of 
Eq. (9) there exist z E a jj u - v I[a such that 
II u - v l/o = (u - v, z*>>o = -<(m)(u) - Gzx-A”,)(V)> z*>>o 
-(((~+w)(u-v)-~Lo(u-v) 
+ (1 - P>(io,o(4 - ~O,OW)~ ~*)), G 0 
so that u = v. 
Summarizing we have 
THEOREM 4. Let u,, E L1(R x IO, + co[) satisfy the following hypotheses 
(1 + Y)Y; uo ELYR x IO, + 4; uo > 0, u. < ya a.e. (10) 
fog some positive constant Y. 
Then if T is su@iently small (depending on Y) there exist u, {un} such that 
(i) u E C(0, T; L1(R x 10, + @‘)), (1 + y)u E C(0, T; L1(R x IO, + @I); 
(ii) u(t) > Oa.e., u(t) < ya fov each t E [0, T]; 
(iii) u, E C(0, T; L1(R x IO, + a[)), 
4 E C(0, T; L1(R x IO, + 41, u,(O) = uo , 
y g u, E qo, T; L1(R x IO, +=a); 
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(iv) lim tip? = u in qo, T; Ll(R x IO, T m[)), 
in C(0, T; L1(A x loi, t a[)). 
Moreover, the function verifying (i)-( iv is unique. Finally Jiom Lemma I and ) 
Theorem 4(b) we get the following result. 
THEOREM 5. Let u, satisfy (10) and let u be thefunction defined as in Theorem 4. 
Then for each t E f0, T] we have 
*t f 
u(x, y, t) = u*(x - yt) + J i 0 
- ; u(x - y(t - s)) + ;Lu(x - y(t - s)) dsj 
+ it (1 - p) g(u(x - y(t - s)), u(x - y(t - 5)) ds, 
-0 
and 
j- u(t) dx dy = j’ u. dx dy 
for each t E [O, T]. 
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